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King transfers
to Oklahoma
By Josh Friesen
staff writer

Use your smartphone’s
QR code reader to
download
your PDF copy of
The Easterner.

This week
DON’T MISS:
Antony and
Cleopatra will be performed by the Theatre
Program on March 9,
10, 16 and 17 at 7:30
p.m., March 11 at 2
p.m. and March 15 at
5 p.m.
Robert Tomlinson's
"Original Weather"
will be exhibited in the
Art Gallery until March
15.
The Jazz Residency
with Tom Molter will
be on March 1 at 7:30
p.m. in the Music
Building Recital Hall.
The music will feature the EWU Lab Jazz
Band and Repertory
Jazz Enseumble.
The EWU Composer's
Forum Concert with
director Jonathan Middleton will be on March
6 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Music Building Recital
Hall.
The EWU Libraries
will extend their hours
at the end of winter
quarter so students
can study longer for
finals. For more details, visit http://bit.
ly/yBD534

jdfreeze08@gmail.com

Track athlete Kyle King is
no stranger to pulling pranks
on his teammates. Teammate Cody Barton was the
victim of such a prank when
he opened his bedroom door
to 400 plastic cups lining the
floor, each cup filled to the
brim with water.
“He had to clear 100 just
to get to his bed,” said King.
“He was getting home after
midnight from Christmas
break.”
Memories like these are
what King will take with him
to the University of Oklahoma. The senior will transfer
after he graduates from EWU
in the spring. King will attend
graduate school at Oklahoma
to continue studying sports
administration. The thing
he is going to miss the most
about Cheney is the friends
he has made.
“I feel I won’t be able to
find a group of guys like the
friends here at Eastern,”
King said. “They’re definitely
gonna be irreplaceable.”

trevparus@gmail.com

EAGLE LIFE..........5
Read about Travis
Naught's new book,
"The Virgin Journals,"
which will be released
on March 6, p.6.

athlete where … he’s
not gonna reach his
goals unless he gets
into a bigger pond.
Bowe Ebding

King’s friend and teammate Bowe Ebding said he is
going to miss King’s friendship. Ebding said King’s
light-heartedness is one of
the traits he will miss most
about his teammate.
“He brings a really light
atmosphere to the group,”
Ebding said. “He enjoys everything he does and people
around him do too. He’s a
great asset to any team.”
Teammate Brad Wall
agreed that King has a spirited demeanor during both
practices and tournaments.

KING-page 12

Thirteen buses
added to route

Spokane Transit Authority juggles
passengers during peak times
By Kristie Hsin
senior reporter

khhsin@gmail.com

Spokane Transit has added
about 13 buses from their existing fleet to accommodate overcrowding during rush hours.
Since the service change
last September, the rate of
people taking the bus to and
from Cheney has seen a 14.5
percent growth, according to
STA Communications Manager Molly Myers.
“We understand the issue,” said Myers. “There
are certain trips during the
course of the day—usually
during peak hours—where
there
is
standing-room
only in overcrowded buses.
However, that’s not the case
with all the buses going to
Cheney.”
Despite growing capacity issues during rush hours,
there are other times when
buses are not overcrowded.
According to Myers, to continue to add service is not going
to be the answer to the overcrowding problem since there
is still capacity in the system.
“It’s not as bad … going to
Spokane, but in the morning

when I take the bus to campus, often times, I have to
wait for the next bus because
people coming in from Spokane filled up the bus,” junior
Mark Danns said.
Danns lives at the Burlington Apartments and takes
the 68 route every day to and
from school.
Myers suggests that commuters leave either 15 minutes early or 15 minutes later
if they can afford to in order
to avoid the peak hours and
overcrowding.
“I once had to wait for the
next bus because the first one
was too crowded. Instead of
a second bus following immediately, I had to wait
for the next time that same
bus came back,” said junior
Meghan Lint. “It was ridiculous because it made me late
for my night class.”
Senior Anderson Blain
said, “I don’t have a car and
live in Spokane so I take
the bus to get to and from
Cheney. It’s nice when I have
some of my classes at Riverpoint, but when I don’t
and there are a lot of people
waiting for the bus to go to
Cheney, it can be a real pain.”

Former Speaker of the US House
of Representatives visits Spokane
staff writer

Index

He’s just that caliber of

Wall, who lived with King
during Wall’s sophomore
year, said that King’s
sense of humor is one of
the aspects the team values most.
“I’ll miss his sense of
humor the most,” Wall
said. “He can have fun
with his teammates at the
appropriate time. … He’s a
funny guy.”
Ebding, who has been
running with King for four
years, has anticipated the
transfer for a while.
“It’s something I’ve
seen coming for a couple
years now,” Ebding said.
“He’s just that caliber of
athlete where … he’s not
gonna reach his goals unless he gets into a bigger
pond. He’s the most selfdriven person I know.”
King is transferring
to Oklahoma because the
level of competition is
higher. He has one year of
eligibility left as an athlete
because he red-shirted. At
Oklahoma, he will compete in both indoor and

EasternerOnline.com

Newt rallies
Republicans
at the Crosby
theater
By Trevor Parus

The EWU recreation
programming class is
teaming up with the
Northtown Boys and
Girls Club to host their
"Space Festival"
for kids of all ages.
The event takes place
on March 7 from 3 to
5 p.m. Admission is
free.
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Presdiential candidate
Newt Gingrich and his staff
rolled into The Bing Crosby
Theater February 23 with
the goal of energizing Spokane’s Republican base.
Trailing former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney
and former Pennsylvania
Sen. Rick Santorum in the
polls, Gingrich hopes Washington voters can revive his
campaign before state caucuses on March 3.
Gingrich’s policies on education were not at the forefront of his speech, which he
delivered to a crowd of more
than 500 people on February 23.
The former Speaker of
the House spoke about energy policies and gas prices
while being critical of the
president and at times, poking fun at the president’s
energy policies.
The republican candidate said that gas prices are
too high and that the President’s energy policies should
be changed. The presidential
candidate added that the
United States should cultivate American energy resources and rely less on foreign oil in the Middle East.

Gingrich
discussed
“trickle-down
bureaucracies,” which he attributed
as one of the reasons for the
slow growth rate in the economy and the work force.
To strengthen the economy, Gingrich proposed tax
cuts and less government
intervention in business as
possible solutions, as well
as reforming the country’s
unemployment system.
“I think it was fundamentally wrong to give
people money for 99 weeks
just for doing nothing,” Gingrich said.
If elected, Gingrich said
that he would swiftly issue a
number of executive orders,
which included repealing
ObamaCare and the DoddFrank act that increases
regulatory action on Wall
Street.
The candidate’s speech
criticized the Obama administration’s religious policies, specifically touching
on Obama’s attitude toward
contraceptives and how
they relate to health coverage.
“The Obama administration is the most antireligious administration in
American history,” Gingrich
said.
Mathew Pederson, Spokane County Republican

Photo by Trevor Parus
Gingrich greets supporters after the rally. The former Georgia senator served as the 58th speaker.

chairman, thinks that Gingrich’s performance in Spokane may help in the area,
but the race is still close.
“I think today’s performance is really gonna help
[Gingrich] step it up in Spokane County. Nationwide,
I think we got a really tight
race and it’s still up in the
air. Anyone has a shot at
this point,” Pederson said.
Prior to Gingrich speaking, protesters were either
arrested or not allowed to
enter the building. One protester shouted while being
arrested, “Is this the kind
of America you want to live
in?”
Other protesters, such
as Maria Delane, a Spokane
Falls Community College

student, were not arrested,
but had to remain outside.
Delane said that she opposed Gingrich and was
there in support of Ron Paul.
Delane said she opposed
Gingrich’s views on Palestinians and believed that
Paul was a stronger candidate.
“He did say that Palestinians were an invented
people. That is not correct
because you could use that
same argument against
Americans,” Delane said.
Delane also said that she
believed in Ron Paul’s foreign intervention policies,
and that his policies would
help restore the United
States’ image oversees
Marty Miller, who has

been traveling around the
country with Gingrich, believes that Gingrich has a
good chance at getting the
nomination.
“He did a really good job
last night in the debates,”
Miller said.
According to Pederson,
Mitt Romney is also expected to come to Spokane
within the next two weeks.
However, Pederson said
that the Spokane County
Republican Party receives
such short notice that it was
too early to set a date.
Washington state holds
its caucus March 3, which
is the last caucus before 10
other states hold their caucuses on what is known as
“Super Tuesday.”
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Mock trial team
kills competition
By Daisy Tran
mock trial team coach

EWU’s mock trial team,
1452, competed at a highly
competitive mock trial regional tournament in Portland, Ore., on Feb. 10-12.
Competing against 22 undergraduate
mock-trial
teams from across the Pacific Northwest, team 1452
finished with a 3-4-1 record.
Out of 176 students, team
attorney Marina Chibidakis,
won one of the top ten attorney awards – an impressive
feat.
Mock trial tournaments
consist of four rounds and
team scores are determined
by individual grades for
each team member’s performance. At the end of the
round, the team with the
highest score wins a judge’s
ballot. For each round, there
are two ballots. In this tournament, EWU faced off
against four schools: Western Washington University,
Westminster College, Gonzaga University and University of Washington.
EWU won both ballots
against Western Washington (0-5-3) in round one by
a combined 21 points. In the
second round, the team won
one ballot against Westminster College (2-6) and lost
one ballot by two points. In
the third round, the team
lost one ballot to Gonzaga
University (4-1-1) by three
points and tied the second
ballot. In the final round
against a veteran University
of Washington team (6-2),
the team lost both ballots,
notably losing one ballot by
one point. If the team had
won one more ballot, EWU
would have earned a pres-

tigious bid to the national
qualifying rounds in Tennessee.
Team 1452 competed
amazingly well against students who had more than
several years of mock-trial
experience. Notably, six of
the eight EWU mock-trial
students had no prior mocktrial experience and began
learning this case in late October.
Despite this, team 1452
competed
well
against
schools like University of
Washington students who
had more than four years
of undergrad mock-trial experience and three years of
high school mock-trial experience. If this team can be
competitive against schools
like University of Washington with less than a year of
experience, there is no limit
to what this team can accomplish when they return
next year.
Team 1452 consists
of Josh Antonson, Mark
Balfe, Marina Chibidakis,
Audrey Majkut, Shannon
O’Grady, Samantha Perez,
Carla Taula’i and Alicia Williams. The team is coached
by Spokane attorneys John
Julian and Daisy Tran. The
Portland Regional Tournament consisted of 13 schools
from University of California, Berkeley; University
of Washington; Gonzaga
University; University of
Idaho; WSU; EWU; Westminster College; Reed; University of Portland; Western
Washington; University of
Oregon; Oregon State University and Portland State
University. EWU mock trial
will begin recruiting for the
2012-2013 team in fall of
2012.

Lecture to discuss
world water issues
Scientific research to be explored
By Kristie Hsin
senior reporter

khhsin@gmail.com

In an effort to spread
awareness of the issues surrounding water and water
security, government professor Vandana Asthana will
lead the lecture series on
“The Politics of Water: Power, Knowledge and Agency
in Global Water Governance” March 8.
The issue of water remains to be a major challenge as water scarcity is
recognized as a crisis of governance, according to Asthana in an email.
“Knowledge of public
policy is socially relevant. It
forms an important agenda
for the democratic functioning of a nation and plays a
decisive role in the destiny
of any country,” said Asthana. “In order to understand
policy that so greatly affects
the daily lives of millions
of people, it is important to
know not just about public
policy in theory, but also
about the process of policy
as how policies are negotiated and why particular types
of knowledge, practices and
values are established in
policy.”
Global Water Governance, a political interaction
aimed to solve problems
that affect more than a single region, was established
due to water implications
regarding the process of globalization.

The presentation will
attempt to explore the case
studies of water privatization in New Delhi, India,
outlining the roles of Global
Water Governance through
power, knowledge, and
more. The lecture will draw
attention to the many issues
surrounding water in foreign countries and the way
it is governed.
The lecture will also
highlight the following topics: the issue of water security, water supply, identifying
areas in order to improve
water governance, and how
policies are developed and
implemented. According to
Asthana, the security concern is far greater when water supplies are short and
the need is great.
“When their very survival is at stake and their
physical surroundings and
economic base are severely
threatened by resource depletion and environmental
degradation, there needs to
a change,” Asthan said.
Having seen the river
banks of India first hand,
Asthana watched the river
grow more and more polluted with lead, heavy metals
and cadmium as the result
of agricultural washout and
industrial and municipal
sewage. From this, Asthana
helped form a non-governmental organization called
“Eco Friends” in an effort to
help resolve this rising issue.
lecture-page 9
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Student
structure
planning
begins
By Frank McNeilly
staff writer

frank.mcneilly@gmail.com

Mark Sheldon, owner of Bicycle Time in Cheney, fixes a customer's tire at his shop located at 210 C St.

Photo by Dylan Paulus

It's business time in Cheney
Unstable economic climate yields different gains for business owners
By Trevor Parus
staff writer

trevparus@gmail.com

Cheney businesses across
the community are trying to
accommodate to the changing nature of the economy.
Some stores are struggling
while others are emerging.
David Hall, who owns the
newly opened Rokko’s Terryaki & BBQ, sold everything
he owned and moved to
Cheney to start a new business. Hall sees opportunity
in Cheney.
“The reason we came
here is because we think the
people are ready for something different than Mexican [food] and hamburgers,”
Hall said.
Hall said that he expected
downtown Cheney to be livelier and was surprised by the
lack of a downtown atmosphere.
“There’s nothing here
and everything that is here,

it’s kind of half done,” Hall
said.
Brad Barsness, who owns
Rosa’s Pizza/Cheney Lanes,
is maintaining business but
said that it is a fight.
“I wouldn’t consider us
struggling, but I wouldn’t
consider us thriving either,”
Barsness said.
Mark Sheldon, who owns
Bicycle Time, said his business is seasonal and dependent upon the weather.
According to Sheldon, his
business is doing pretty
good.
Sheldon said that his
customer base is comprised
more of Cheney residents
than of Eastern students.
“People think that the
college is a big source of my
customers, but it’s probably
not so much the college as it
is community people,” Sheldon said.
Hall said that there are
plenty of opportunities for
other businesses to open.

“There’s a need for a coffee shop here downtown.
They closed that Tully’s, but
that place was fabulous. …
I’m glad to see that there’s
more stuff coming to downtown, but I can’t believe
there’s not a record store or
a T-shirt shop,” Hall said.
Hall hopes to be part of
the revitalization of downtown Cheney.
“People have a tendency
to let their old downtown
run down to the ground. It
just takes a few people to
come in and turn it around.
A good support from the city
and the planning committee
would help a lot,” Hall said.
However, Hall believes
that some people in Cheney
want to go in another direction.
“There is a segment of the
population here that want to
create a new Cheney. “Apparently, the vision is strip
malls and fast food restaurants,” Hall said.

Hall uses the University
District in Seattle as an example of an ideal downtown.
“We’ve got 12,000 kids
up here, plus staff. They
gotta have something to do,”
Hall said.
Barsness said that he has
owned Rosa’s for 20 years
and that he works more
hours a week than he has
ever worked in his life.
According to Barsness,
business in Cheney is dependent on Spokane due to the
close proximity of the two
cities.
“I would assume in June,
when most of the students
leave, it would impact almost all of the businesses
here, and also the fact that
we are 15 minutes from Spokane,” Barsness said.
“I love Cheney. I’m not a
big town guy,” Barness said.
“This is a community that
I’ve been in for 20 years,
that’s why I’m here. It’s not
because of the money."

Law Day serves up justice
Legal advice
falls on eager
student ears
By Fedor Gaponenko
staff writer

fgaponenko76@gmail.com

Local judges and law
speakers answered students’ questions about law
careers and legal issues at
the third annual Law Day
hosted by the ASEWU on
Thursday, Feb. 23.
Law Day is an event
held for the purposes of
educating students about
their personal rights, giving them an opportunity
to learn about law careers
and allowing them to meet
with law-school representatives.
ASEWU Chief Justice
Nick Fell said, “We feel
that it is also a great opportunity for students who are
interested in getting more
information in furthering
their education with law.”
The first speaker was
Judge Bruce Spanner, who
talked about the difficult
decisions that he faces as
Superior Court judge.
“Sometimes in custody
cases, I wish I didn’t have
to give the kid to either
parent,” Spanner said.
Tom Tremaine, Presiding Judge over Kalispel
Tribal Court, told the students that a career in law
should not be taken lightly.
“It’s not like it is on TV,”
said Tremaine. “Careers in
law take a lot of hard work
and require commitment.”
Those who do decide
to go to law school will be

Photo by Aaron Malmoe
From one story high, Bryan Woodbury prepares to drop eggs enclosed in protective structures that were made by engineering students at the egg drop held by ASME .

Engineering students drop eggs
Egg dropping contest required students to build housing for unborn chickens
By Fedor Gaponenko
staff writer

fgaponenko76@gmail.com

Bryan Woodbury is standing on
the third floor of the Computing and
Engineering Building. He looks over
the edge of the stairway at the lower
level floor and drops his egg 50 feet
to the spot marked "X" on the plastic
covering.
The egg is in the center of two circles of foam bisecting each other to
form a spherically-shaped contraption, which, when dropped off of the
edge, rotates and floats harmlessly to
the ground.
Not every egg went unharmed at
the egg drop held by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers Student Section club. Woodbury, an engineering student, co-organized the
event with Nicholas King, another
engineering student. The egg drop,
which happened on Friday, Feb.
24, had seven contestants, but only
two were able to keep their eggs unharmed.
One student buried her egg in
a plastic bag filled with kitty litter.
Being so compact allowed the egg
to survive the one-story drop, but it
cracked when falling from the second
floor.
King made a parachute to lower
his egg to the floor, but the drop did
not go according to plan.
“My design was made for going
straight down, but it ended up landing on its side and there isn’t much
padding there,” said King. “This was
a last minute design I came up with

last night when I had time. Now
looking back, I should have put more
weight on the bottom to keep it going
straight down.”
A few students tried to put a lot of
padding around the egg, but the second floor was as far as most of them
got.
Arturo Martinez was the exception. His egg survived all the drops
with no air drag, just padding.
“I saw this commercial on TV
a long time ago for these micro air
beads saying they can take higher
impact,” said Martinez. “I was like,
‘I might as well go get some [and]
try it out.’ I actually stuffed them
into socks, that way they act as a
beanie bag and cover all four sides.
The weight is spread out and absorbs
shock really well.”
After dropping the eggs from
three stories, the plan was to drop
them off of Dressler Hall, but a community adviser stopped it from happening. Martinez was a bit skeptical
about his design and said that he did
not think it would have survived the
Dressler Hall fall, but he was curious
to see what would have happened.
Woodbury’s design, on the other
hand, looked ready to be dropped out
of an airplane.
“I decided I wanted maximum air
drag to come to terminal velocity as
quickly as possible so that it would
float slowly. The other thing I wanted was a lot of cushioning, so I found
this foam they have at craft stores,”
Woodbury said. “I put an egg in it,
threw it off the second story at home
and it gracefully floated down.”

Photo By Aaron Malmoe
Video footage of the egg drop competition available online at
http://sites.ewu.edu/easterneronline/2012/02/28/egg-drop-competition-footage/
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Photo by Dylan Paulus
Judge Tom Tremaine explains the realities of working in law as he speaks to students in the PUB MPR.

challenged and will need to
work hard to control their
finances and manage debt,
according to Tremaine.
Director of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative
Action Gayla Wright’s message was about students’
rights.
She explained what the
purpose of affirmative action was and cleared up
any misconceptions students had.
“So many people don’t
understand how the law
specifically works,” Fell
said. “Especially with areas
of affirmative action, people just want to think automatically that it has to do
with racial issues and that
is most certainly not the

case. It protects all people
of all race and all genders
and that is its goal.”
Sherwin Racehorse, urban and regional planning
major, came to Law Day
out of curiosity.
“I already had a predetermined decision [to go
to law school],” Racehorse
said. “I came to see the different schools that are admitting.”
University of Idaho Director of Admissions Carole Wells was pleased with
the event.
Wells said that she
met with a couple of students who had applied to
the University of Idaho
and guaranteed that they
would get in.

“I’m going to flag their
file,” Wells said. “I’m going
to say, ‘Don’t throw that
file away. I met this person and I think they will
be a good person for our
school.’”
Wells was also impressed with Eastern’s diverse student population.
“This is a great place. I
didn’t realize this campus
is so diverse. I have never
been to Cheney,” Wells
said.
Wells hopes to build a
class that is just as diverse
at her campus.
“That’s when you get
the best learning, when
you’re exposed to as many
different people as possible,” Wells said.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
IN THE LIVES OF HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS
Come join the TRiO Upward Bound team working
with high school students during the residential summer
academy at Big Bend Community College, Moses Lake,
WA from June 24-August 11, 2012. (Must be available for
the entire term of the summer program.) Available positions are (1) Residence Hall Director for $3,960 (Bachelor’s degree & supervisory experience desired), (1) Residence Hall Coordinator for $3,520 (requires three years
of college) and (7) Resident Advisors for $3,010 (requires
2 years of college after high school). Room & Board and
insurance provided. Call (509)793-2008 or e-mail: hroffice@bigbend.edu ; www.bigbend.edu . Equal opportunity employer.

General Dentistry
Orthodontics

Invisalign
Oral Surgery
Implants

The University Advancement program is
brainstorming an idea for
a new structure that, if approved, will feature new
student services, academic support and athletic
support.
Michael Westfall, vice
president for university
advancement and foundation executive director, is
figuring out the plans for
the project.
“Right now we’re in
the brainstorming phase
of what [Gateway] can potentially look like,” Westfall said. “We’re trying to
get a handle on what the
size of the footprint could
be and we’re still discussing the various program
initiatives that can potentially go into a building.”
Project Gateway got its
name because of the all
the possible purposes it
can serve.
“It’s the gateway project,” Westfall said. “It’s
not an athletic project
[and] It’s not an academic
project. Whatever we [decide] will be mixed use.”
According to Westfall,
the project does not have
an official location at this
point but several locations
are being taken into consideration.
The development of a
project has to be beneficial
for students at Eastern.
“The mission of the
EWU foundation is to
contribute to the mission
of Eastern,” Westfall said.
“For example, we would
not open up a chain of
bars and dance clubs right
next to campus. … Whatever we do has to be vetted
by both the foundation …
and the board of trustees.”
If either the foundation or the board of trustees does not approve of a
project, then the project is
immediately discarded.
According to Westfall,
if the ideas come together
for Project Gateway, then
it will be presented at the
next board of trustees
meeting on March 23. The
meeting will not approve
the project, but the board
of trustees at that time
would consider it.
“If we continue to get
[approvals at that time],
… hopefully in the summer time frame, we might
be able to get approval
for this project,” Westfall
said.
Dave Meany, media
relations director, helps
write campaign initiatives
for projects like Project
gateway-page 9

Botox™ Cosmetic
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Rodan + Fields Skincare

FREE
Teeth
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Cheney
Spokane
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Basic cable superstars appear at EWU

By Al Stover

Impression Battle
Round by Round

sports editor

easterner.sports@gmail.com

By Kristie Hsin
senior reporter

khhsin@gmail.com

File photo
Aaron Burks, an army veteran who attended Spokane Falls Community College, received a lidocaine injection at last year's Smile for Veterans Day event.
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dents will be able to get cleanings, X-rays
and dental assessments during this event.
The dental hygiene students are the
ones providing the dental care. In preparing for the event, they were required to
take a course on post-traumatic stress disorder. Alumni and volunteers will also be
assisting with the dental services.
“As students, it gives us more practice,” said Noonan. “It’s a very beneficial
experience for us.”
Each appointment is two-and-a-half
hours long and, according to Noonan, the
pace will be similar to that of a private
practice.
“We’re seeing brand new patients, so
we’re doing the entire beginning work for
all of [them] and the cleaning work at the
same time,” she said.
Students in their first and second year
in the department are getting experience
assisting with the procedures.
The event will run March 3 from 7:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Riverpoint campus.
The event is only open to student veterans
from EWU, Gonzaga University, Community Colleges of Spokane and Whitworth
University. Admission is $10.
Stolberg
said,
“Everything
gets
checked. The quality that the person gets
is exceptional. … When you leave here, it’s
perfect.”
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Location of dental hygiene clinic

Graphic courtesy of Eastern Marketing and Communications

Deputies James Garcia
and Sven Jones approach
two female suspects, accusing them of lewd conduct
and credit card fraud.
Instead of arresting
them, the deputies turn to
the audience and ask them
to give the suspects a round
of applause.
Garcia was played by
Carlos Alazraqui and Jones
was played by Cedric Yarbrough, reprising their
roles from the television
show “RENO 911!”
Alazraqui and Yarbrough
performed a stand-up comedy show at Eastern, Feb.
23 in the PUB MPR.
In front of an auditorium
full of students, Alazraqui
opened the show doing impressions of Simon Cowell,
Russell Brand and Keanu
Reeves.
He also spoke about his
college days and about voicing characters in cartoons
which include Rocko from
“Rocko’s Modern Life,”
Denzel Crocker from “The
Fairly OddParents” and the
chihuahua from the Taco
Bell commercials.
Alazraqui also talked
about world peace and how
women should accept their
bodies as they are.
“It’s not natural to be
6’4” and 27 pounds,” Alazraqui said. “It’s not natural
to have a head that came
from a Mardi Gras parade
and it’s stuck on a Tim Burton [clay animation] ‘Nightmare Before Christmas'
body.”
Yarbrough appeared on
stage 14 minutes into the
show, dancing to Michael
Jackson’s “Bad” and ripping
off gold tear-away pants he
had on over his jeans.
Seconds
after
Yarbrough’s arrival, he and

Round 1
Alazraqui: Arnold
Schwarzenegger singing Queen’s “Bohemian Rhapsody”
Yarbrough: Bill Cosby
Round 2
Alazraqui: Robert DeNiro and Billy Crystal
Yarbrough: Ray
Romano and Brad
Garrett
Round 3
Alazraqui: Tony Montana from “Scarface”
performing as a clown
at a child’s birthday
party
Yarbrough: Gnarls
Barkley singing
“Crazy”
Photo by Evan Sykes
Alazraqui (left) has voiced cartoons including Rocko from "Rocko's Modern Life," Denzel Crocker from "The Fairly Odd Parents," and the
chihuahua from the Taco Bell commercial. He appeared as Deputy James Garcia in "Reno 911!" and "Reno 911!: Miami."

Alazraqui began an impression battle.
After three rounds, Yarbrough ended the battle
singing “Crazy” by Gnarls
Barkley.
As Alazraqui took a break
offstage, Yarbrough talked
about his experiences as an
actor, working on cartoons
like “The Boondocks” and
appearing in movies such
as “The 40 Year Old Virgin,” “Black Dynamite” and
“Miss March.”
He also discussed watching his friends being married and a trip to the gynecologist’s office for a sports
physical at age 14 as a result
of wandering into the wrong
office.
“Somewhere, in some
gynecologist's office, I have
a file with my name and my
weight on it,” Yarbrough
said. “I remember putting a
question mark at the question: ‘Are you menstruat-

ing?’”
After presenting clips
from RENO 911!, Alazraqui
and Yarbrough came out as
Garcia and Jones in their
sheriff’s uniforms where
they talked about safety and
answered questions from
students.
They then performed an
improvisation skit with two
student volunteers from the
audience.
They began as victims
and were turned into suspects accused of stealing
Bill Murray’s identity and
performing lewd acts at a
school park.
Alazraqui and Yarbrough
awkwardly tried demonstrating the lewd acts before
referring to the students as
“The Scissor Sisters.”
Heather Ashford, a film
major, was one of the students on stage. For Ashford,
being on stage with Alazraqui and Yarbrough was a

little scary, but also fun.
“It was nice to meet
people in [the film] industry,” Ashford said. “I loved
watching ‘RENO 911!’ but
I didn’t realize they were
voices and characters in
other stuff that I love.”
The show ended with
Yarbrough breaking a glass
bottle
over
Alazraqui’s
head.
After the show, Alazraqui and Yarbrough had a
meet-and-greet with fans.
Ben Ward, comedy and
lectures coordinator for Eagle Entertainment, had previously met Alazraqui and
Yarbrough at the National
Association for Campus Activities West Regional conference in November 2011.
“We got to see a little bit
of their act,” said Ward. “We
really liked what we saw.”
According to Yarbrough,
he and Alazraqui have been
touring college campuses

system for managing our billing and appointment records.

Because we will be collecting additional information during

By Davis Hill
staff writer

wait time. Please make sure to have your driver's license and

davis.hill@gmail.com

insurance card ready so the check in process will move as
quickly as possible. Anticipating possible check in delays, we
also ask that you arrive to your appointment 15 minutes early.

www.rockwoodclinic.com

aired from 20032009 on Comedy
Central. The show
was a mockumentary-style comedy
about police officers
at a fictitious Reno
Sheriff’s Department
similar to Cops. The
show also spawned
the movie “RENO
911!: Miami."

International students find home at Eastern

the check in process, you may experience aslightly longer

Cheney Clinic

television show that

(Left and right)
Members of the
International Student
Association participate in a variety of
club events.

need both your insurance card and driver's license to check in.

ROCKWOOD

"RENO 911!" was a

Photos courtesy of the
International Student
Association

For appointments scheduled on March 7th or after, you will

Thank you!

for almost two years.
“Carlos was kind of the
brain for this whole thing,”
Yarbrough said. “He asked
me to come on tour with
him. He had this idea for a
‘RENO 911!’ show and said
‘Let’s come up with an act.’”
For Alazraqui, traveling
to different universities has
allowed him and Yarbrough
to interact with their fans.
“It’s neat when we get
to campus because people
realize, ‘Wait a minute. We
thought you were just Garcia and Jones,’” Alazraqui
said. “‘We didn’t know you
did Tom Dubois and Colonel Stinkmayer and Rocko
and Mr. Crocker.’”
Alazraqui notes that Yarbrough, who has only been
on stage 45 times, has a
stage presence that is equal
to that of a comedian who
has been on stage for five
years.

The Division
for International and
Educational
Outreach’s
website can be
found at
http://
outreach.ewu.
edu/

On March 7, 2012, we will begin using anew computer

19 N. 7th Street
Cheney, WA 99004
509.755.5915
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Alazraqui and Yarbrough talk past jobs, celebrities, body image and impressions

Dental hygiene students
provide care to uninsured

It is all smiles from here on out as the
dental hygiene department gears up for
the Smile For Veterans Day event.
This event provides dental services to
student veterans that would not be able
to receive otherwise. According to dental
hygiene student Jessica Noonan, veterans
can only receive a cleaning once a year and
that can sometimes be based on the severity of their health. Those who are healthy
might not be getting the care they need.
Noonan said it is a bit of a Catch-22.
The department started the event last
year when it came to their attention that
student veterans do not have any dental
coverage through the federal government.
“They basically have to be missing a
limb or severely disabled to get any dental care,” said Chair of the Dental Hygiene Department Rebecca Stolberg. “That
concerned us because we’ve got so many
young people — male and female — returning from these areas they’ve been serving
in and they don’t have any dental care provided to them by the military.”
Stolberg recalls a moment from last
year’s event when a veteran stood up and
gave her a hug because she had helped
find a way to provide him with dental care.
According to her, that made a world of difference as a health care provider.
“That’s what I’m supposed to be doing.
I’m supposed to be serving the community
I live in, and this is an opportunity for me
to do that for them,” she said.
Last year, the department provided
$27,000 worth of dental services in a single day. Much like the previous year, stu-
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As of fall 2009, Eastern
had an international student
enrollment of two percent.
The transition to Eastern
from a foreign country involves paperwork, certifications and English tests, not
to mention the task of adjusting to a new culture.
Despite the difficulties
of living and studying in another country, many international students feel at home
at Eastern.
“It was tough,” said Tram
Le, vice president of the International Student Association.
“It feels weird at first. The culture is really different too.”

Le, who is from Vietnam,
came to the U.S. after high
school and spent her first
year at Whittier College in
Los Angeles, Calif.
Le explained that in addition to normal applications,
every international student
must take an English proficiency test.
In the U.S., this is the Test
of English as a Foreign Language or TOEFL.
“Also, every international
student needs to get a financial statement before they
transfer,” she said. “That
proves how you’re going to
pay your money, since working off campus is illegal.”
“Changing … to an American college was a really big
step for me,” Le said. “Now,

it’s better.”
Alyaa Malibari, a graduate student in the education
department, agreed.
After finishing her degree in Saudi Arabia, she
was awarded a scholarship
to pursue a higher degree in
another country.
“The experience is amaz-

ing,” she said. “I was afraid
because I was an international student. [But] my friends
and I … have never felt like
foreigners.”
Malibari explained how
much help she received with
her application.
“[Graduate Studies and
the English Language Insti-

tute] were helping me every
night and day,” she said.
“They showed me the road.”
“I am treated like an
American student … inside
and outside of class,” she
said.
Nadia Alotaibi, a graduate student studying biology
who is also from Saudi Ara-

bia, echoed this sentiment.
“Washington, so far, is
perfect for us,” Alotaibi said.
“[I heard] stereotypes, but
when I came here, it [was]
better than I heard. Not stereotypes."
“This is the experience of
my life,” said Malibari. “I just
love Eastern.”
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Student programmers
get paid!
Students wanted with experience in
writing iOS (iPhone & iPad) objective C programs who want work
writing small chunks of applications. Some experience is required
and applicants must have their own
development hardware. We provide
a software functional spec, you bid
the work and get paid on delivery. A
great way to get SW dev experience.
Send mail to coders@idearockets.
com.
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Shakespeare play comes alive
By Desireé Hood
staff writer

d.hood28@gmail.com

Photo by Mikayla Napier
Howard Holcomb, who plays Mark Antony, and Rainee Palmer, who plays Cleopatra, rehearse a scene
from "Antony and Cleopatra." According to Director Jeff Sanders, this is the largest cast for any EWU
production in the last five years. Sanders said he cast 30 of the 68 people who auditioned. The play will
be performed March 9, 10, 16 and 17 at 7:30 p.m., March 11 at 2 p.m. and March 15 at 5 p.m.

“Antony and Cleopatra,”
a rarely done production, is
being performed at Eastern
in March to bring to life what
Director Jeff Sanders calls
“Shakespeare’s greatest tragedy.”
Sanders, a lecturer of
theatre, is excited to take on
the challenge of “Antony and
Cleopatra.”
“A special opportunity
we have in this is that we
get to define this play for the
audience. When you think
of performing Shakespearean plays, that is rare,” said
Sanders. “I am just so excited
by that opportunity. That exhilarates me.”
Sanders’s original plan
was to cast 12 to 15 actors
and actresses because Shakespeare’s plays often require
doublings of cast members,
resulting in actors playing
more than one role. But he
was so taken with the talent
of those who auditioned that
he cast 30 of the 68 people
who auditioned.
Eastern’s theatre department is growing and Sanders
knows a big production can
be done successfully. This is
the largest cast for any production in the last five years.
“Shakespeare has always
been my passion,” said Sanders. “I can honestly say this is
the most challenging [play] I
have ever done.”
“Antony and Cleopatra”
is centered around historical figures Mark Antony and
Cleopatra. Shakespeare portrays the last years of their
lives and the love affair that
ended so tragically.
“Most people know that
Mark Antony and Cleopatra

are these tragic couples that
die,” said Sanders. “What
Shakespeare does is illuminate that relationship in such
a way that we get these two
legends that we have some
frame of reference for and
now Shakespeare puts a close
up camera in their lives.”
“Cleopatra has this thing
about her that once you are
introduced to her and into
her world, you can’t get
enough of it. You become
kind of obsessed with it. As a
director and an artist, I very
much fell into that,” Sanders
said.
Cleopatra will be played
by Rainee Palmer, a senior
majoring in theatre.
This is Palmer’s first
experience performing a
Shakespeare play, and she
knows that she is taking on a
challenging role.
For Palmer, theater has
a certain allure to it, which
keeps her coming back.
“Being in a Shakespeare
show … would be the biggest challenge as far as an
actor that I have ever faced
and probably will ever face
for quite some time,” Palmer
said.
That will not stop Palmer’s love of performing.
“When you love something,
you don’t care what it is, you
just want to do it,” Palmer
said.
Howard Halcomb, a senior majoring in theatre,
will play Mark Antony. He
has been acting since he was
10 years old and is looking
forward to showing the audience an exciting side of
Shakespeare.
“I would wager that this
play, the theatricality and the
excitement and adventure of
this play, can rival any video
game or any film that you

would go and see,” Halcomb
said. “No theatre-goer will be
bored in this play. It’s very
exciting and tragic and violent and sexy.”
“Nothing is sexier than
ancient Egypt,” Sanders said.
Having knowledge of
Shakespeare, the enthusiasm
to direct it and talented actors should help this production succeed.
“Usually, you have one or
the other. You have someone
who is very knowledgeable
or someone who has a lot of
passion. And [Sanders] has
both,” Halcomb said.
Putting on a large production involves more than just
the actors and actresses.
The theatre program, students in the music program
and technicians will also
help bring the production of
Shakespeare to life on the
Eastern stage. All those involved promise this will be a
play to remember.
“It’s such a collaborative,
comprehensive project that
everyone is chipping in on so
much, so it’s been amazing
to me,” said Sanders. “There
is a great community that is
formed through this play …
from Cleopatra to Mark Antony to one of her attendants;
everyone plays an important
role in the success of this
play.”
Halcomb and Palmer look
forward to giving the crowd
the performance of a lifetime.
“We have the opportunity
to really influence people and
to interact with them … and
it’s a beautiful thing when we
can present something beautiful and have them get it. I
think there is a lot of hope in
that,” Halcomb said.
“Being on stage in the moment,” said Palmer, “there is
nothing like it.”

Students get fat for Fat Tuesday then go on a diet Wednesday
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Black History Month should be abolished
By Christopher Stuck

is time that we recognize them
as such. Rosa Parks, Martin
Luther King Jr. and Malcolm
X should be treated as every
bit as important and every bit
as pertinent to daily American
life as George Washington,
Abraham Lincoln and Thomas Jefferson. They should be
American historical canon
and a part of even the most
basic history classes.
Black History Month is
important only because of
the lack of acknowledgement
the rest of the year. Every
month should be Black History Month. And Latino History
Month. And Asian-American
History Month. And Native
American History Month. And
Women’s History Month. And
LGBT History Month.

managing editor

easterner.me@gmail.com

Black History Month
should be eliminated. It very
well could be doing more
harm than good. It is a poor
reflection on the state of our
society that a black history
month is still
needed.
It should
be unneeded. The accomplishments
of
AfricanAmericans
that we celeStuck
brate during
February are a part of the fabric of American history, and it

“Group labels do not encapsulate anyone;
no one is any one thing."
However, even that would
not and should not be adequate. We should eliminate
our dependency on labels like
the ones listed above. Most of
all, we should be careful not
to allow non-European history to be relegated to only a
certain time of the year. We
cannot allow Black History
Month to become (or remain)
a crutch, justifying ignorance.
The only way to truly embrace acceptance, not equality
or tolerance or any other word
for claiming acceptance while
maintaining separation, is to
acknowledge that no two peo-

ple are alike and to treat each
individual as an individual,
shedding the need for group
labels.
This is not to say that we
should be “color blind.” In
this paradigm of individuals, differences are important, even more important
than in our current grouping pattern. We are all a
product of our upbringing; each of us is an amalgamation of bits and pieces of our parents, families,
friends, teachers, co-workers, beliefs, culture, history, geography and experi-

Through the Eagle’s Eye

ences. Group labels do not
encapsulate anyone; no one
is any one thing. However,
belonging to a group will
effect who you are as an individual and being “color
blind” is closing your eyes
to part of who someone is.
We should keep our
eyes open, to see each and
every person for who they
are. We should each strive
to eliminate our personal
ignorance. Using group labels to describe someone,
anyone, is an act of willful
ignorance.
Embrace the differences
in people. You do not have
to like everyone you meet.
You do not have to force
yourself to enjoy their company.

Nevertheless,
allowing
yourself to belong wholly to
a group and relegating everyone else to an imposed group
is doing yourself a disservice.
Only through allowing
yourself to be challenged,
through interacting with people who are different from or
disagree with you, that you
will grow as a person and
America will grow as a culture.
Differences are what
make us human beings. Until
everyone treats everyone else
as individuals, the world will
be lacking in acceptance. You
are an individual. So is everyone else. Act accordingly.
When we, as a culture, finally
recognize this, Black History
Month will be unneeded.

Interviews by Derek Brown, photos by Aaron Malmoe

“What does equality mean?”

“I'd say equal opportu-

“When everyone's

nity to do pretty much

treated equally and no

whatever you want to

one is discriminated

do with your life.”

against, like disabilities
or skin color.”

“Equality is learning
to accept others, even
things you don't believe
in. If you treat someone
with respect, it will be
reciprocated."

Tim Gales

Mandy Bolstad

Isaac Bell

“It means treating ev-

“It means living up to

“People are treated the
same, no matter their
sexual orientation,
race, disability, class,
and have the same life
opportunity."

“It means ... everyone

“No prejudice, no saying

gets their fair share.
When I think of equal-

anyone's any different

ity, I think of civil rights

from anyone else. We're

... and how our society

all the same, doesn't

is trying to make it
equal.”

matter who we are.”

Olivia Rudisill

Ty Jennings

Dining Services spice up campus eateries with a Mardi Gras theme, complete with rich foods, live music and beaded necklaces
By Desireé Hood
staff writer

d.hood28@gmail.com

Fat Tuesday came to
Eastern with the help of Dining Services on Tuesday,
Feb. 22, at the third annual
Progressive Dinner, allowing
students to eat, and eat and
eat some more in celebration
of Mardi Gras.
The historical tradition
of Mardi Gras, also known
as Fat Tuesday, is the practice of eating rich foods and
lots of them because of the
fasting and religious rituals
of Lent that comes on Ash
Wednesday, the following
day.

“We look at a way to get
students to go to all the different locations. If you have
been to Mardi Gras or down
to New Orleans, the fun thing
about that is walking street
to street, place to place and
we wanted to give the students a little bit of that feel,”
Dave McKay, director of Dining Services, said.
McKay estimated about
700 to 750 students and
families attended EWU’s celebration of Fat Tuesday.
Students and families
received wristbands that allowed entrance to the locations where Dining Services
served meals.
Four locations served

food, each with a specific
menu. “Big Easy” at the Roost
featured oyster shooters and
Cajun seafood popcorn.
“The French Quarter” at
Baldy’s served chicken sausage gumbo, Creole jumbo
fried shrimp and spice-crusted pork tenderloin.
“Bourbon Street Dining”
at Main Street Dining featured crawfish macaroni and
cheese and bayou caviar.
A variety of desserts and
a live jazz band rounded out
the night at the “Pence Quarter” in the PUB MPR.
“We kind of based [the
menu] off of last year, some
of the popular items and we
brought out a few new ones

too,” Samantha Stragier,
food supervisor for Dining
Services, said.
The students who attended the event chose to eat a variety of different foods, some
they would not normally try.
“It’s just a good time. …
You can have some alligator,
some crawdads, all sorts of
food you wouldn’t normally
eat. It’s fun, it’s food, it’s
good,” McKay said.
Junior Cole Thompson
said, “I had a good time. I
like to try food I don’t eat
very often.”
Sessionz, a soft jazz band
with two members from
Eastern, played a variety of
jazz music throughout the

night, including a tribute to
Michael Jackson.
“We are very, very, very
appreciative anytime we are
invited to play anywhere, …
particularly Eastern Washington. We are always treated very well,” said Darryl
Spencer, guitar player for
Sessionz. “We just hope that
folks have fun. Just people
with smiling faces and having fun.”
Lisa Joplin, a freshman,
enjoyed the evening away
from her books.
“We were just excited to
see what was going on. The
dessert [was] delicious and
the music helps too.”
Even vegetarian student

Dexter Calkins found the selection of food to be good and
enjoyed the night.
“The live music is pretty
awesome, so that’s nice,”
Calkins said.
Paul Kyle, assistant director of dining, came prepared
for the occasion in a jester
hat, mask and an endless
supply of beads.
“This is a student appreciation dinner. This is our
way to thank the students for
being with us all winter long
and try to shake off some of
the winter doldrums,” Kyle
said. Kyle offered his supply
of beads for a simple hello,
unlike the normal Mardi
Gras tradition.

Naught writes what everyone is thinking
EWU alum and men's basketball administrative assistant prepares to release book March 6
By Nicole Livingston
staff writer

nikkijane@live.com

Most 28-year-olds cannot say they have written a
book and have it published,
but Travis Naught can.
He wrote “The Virgin
Journals,” and its official release date is March 6.
The book deals with subject matter ranging from his
frustrations associated with
Spinal Muscular Atrophy to
dead salmon.
Naught said the book is divided into three sections: love,
life and world.
“Life” mostly deals with
what he calls “self-talk,” which
are the negative feelings that
people have about themselves.
"I think everybody's got
that stuff going on with them
though. ... Everybody deals
with the negative self-talk,"
Naught said.
The section on “Love”
deals with both negative and
positive feelings, such as not
having those feelings reciprocated.
Naught said that many of
his female friends treat him
only as a friend. Although it
has been frustrating, Naught
does not let that get in his way
of staying social.

"I love being a social person, so I'm not going to clam
up and hide in a hole and
be sad about it, but when I
am at home alone, often it
comes out in writing,” said
Naught. “I think people deal
with it in similar ways, but
maybe they don't write it
down. So hopefully, they'll
see that since it's written,
other people feel the same
as they do and it won't be as
scary."
“World” is about the
things people find around
them. Naught said one of
the pieces in this section is
about grocery carts.
"I've got a piece in there
about the odd places you'll
find [grocery carts] and the
way we take them for granted," Naught said.
There are about 40 pieces in each section. There is
prose, poetry and letters
that he had written to people late at night.
He left the names of the
people they are written for
out, but he said his friends
understand that the pieces
would not be in the book
unless they were important.
The book is available for
preorder now on the Barnes
& Noble website.

Naught has two events
planned for the release.
On March 6, he will have
a signing from 4 to 6 p.m.
at Chair’s Coffee, located at
113 W. Indiana in Spokane.
He will be part of his
hometown art gallery’s Second Thursday Art Reception event in Goldendale,
Wash., on March 8 as well.
Though his publisher,
ASD Publishing President
Greg Goldston, has not met
him in person, Goldston
said he is a tenacious and
talented person.
“He submitted to us last
summer and I suggested
he try a larger publisher
as we are a small indie one
that just started in 2011,”
Goldston said. “I believed
his talent and incredible
life story would be one that
would draw a major publisher.”
Pamela Milam, another
author and a therapist who
is published through ASD
Publishing, read Naught’s
writing and feels like she
knows him personally.
“He is so honest and
straightforward that I feel
like I’ve met him, even
though it is only on the
page,” said Milam.
Though the book is not

suited for all audiences,
most adults can find something to relate to.
"I am so excited for people to say, 'Oh my God, I
feel that too,'" Naught said.
In regards to the material presented in the book,
Naught thinks it is important to present the darker
side of oneself too.
"I think we were created
differently and equally with
some very vile stuff in us
and it's part of us, so why
hide it?" Naught said.
The next step for Naught
is getting his material out
there. He wants to participate in amateur nights or
open mic nights to share his
poems and other pieces.
Even though his book is
not officially released, he is
looking for his next project.
He said that since he was
young, he has always been
concerned with moving forward.
Naught
has
written
many things, but a lot of it
has been lost due to computer changes and not keeping things. Fortunately, that
does not bother him.
"I wasn't interested in
keeping my stuff. I was always interested in what's
next," Naught said.

eryone with the same

expectations by not re-

amount of respect. It

peating history. Overall,

has to do with integrity.”

I think it's about giving
everyone a fair chance.”

Libby Wintczak

Jenni Whelchel

Kristi Marks

“Equal rights means
“Equality means to be

editor-in-chief

easterner.editor@gmail.com

Photo courtesy of ASD Publishing
Naught's first book, "The Virgin Journals," features nearly 40 original pieces, including poetry, prose and letters to friends.

Eastern Washington University has had a long reputation for training quality educators and the Cheney School
District, which surrounds it,
benefits from the university’s
student teachers and graduates. In turn,
non-traditional
students
and
faculty
living
near
the university
benefit from
the
school
district’s high
level of comMeyer
petence.
This high quality educational system sent a startling
message to the community
recently when the board announced that they would replace retiring Superintendent

Larry Keller with someone in
district. This invitation-only
opportunity would require an
in-district residence after obtaining the job and a superintendent's certificate.
In a Cheney Free Press article last week, reporter Becky
Thomas quoted board vice
president Larry Haskell who
said that if the school district is
strong, it is because of the personnel that are already present
in our district. He said that the
board wanted to send the message that they had faith in who
they already had.
Simply stating that the
school district is doing fine
enough without any new outside leadership is dangerous.
When entities are not working
to improve themselves, they
risk slipping backward.
Thomas’s article stated that
consultant Les Porter said indistrict hiring was becoming
more common among school

districts. I wonder if Porter’s
friends jumped off a bridge,
would he join them? I hope
not. If our district is to continue to excel, we must continue
to do the wise things we have
done in the past, like conduct
open searches for talent. New
talent, while challenging, can
only push the school district
forward.
The Cheney Free Press article also stated that board members wished to provide the
opportunity of a promotion to
those hard workers who were
qualified for the position. While
appreciation for hardworking
teachers and administration
should always be shown, to
provide this sort of opportunity
is like picking administrators
over students. The priorities of
the school district should be to
its clients, the kids.
The article also stated that
board member Marcie Estrellado considered in-district hir-

fairly and there is no

everyone as possible.”

favoritism, either.”

Allie Sweitzer

Superintendent replacement
search needs outside candidates
By Amy Meyer

everyone gets treated

as compassionate to

ing a fiscally responsible move.
I doubt that the public feels
the same.
Two years ago, the voters
approved a bond for replacement buildings. Rather than
expecting students to use
buildings that were already in
district or improving buildings
that already existed, the bond
was approved and the building began. The locals are not
skimping on buildings and
what are buildings without the
educators inside?
Thomas’s article stated
that the consultant in Superintendent Keller’s hire was paid
$1,441.30. As a reminder, a
single quarter at EWU costs
$2,229.67. A small consultant
fee is nothing in comparison
to the talent that comes with
someone who will be compensated with $141,398 annually.
Which leaves one question:
Does the school board have
someone in mind already?

Nathan Morales

Opinions expressed in "Through the Eagle's Eye" are
not necessarily the opinions of The Easterner.

Write us
We encourage the campus community to submit letters and
opinion pieces that conform to the requirements listed below. Opinion articles and letters to the editor do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of The Easterner, its staff
members or Eastern Washington University.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
opinion editor

Derek Brown
easterner.opinion@gmail.
com
Address:
The Easterner, room 102
EWU, Isle Hall
Cheney, WA 99004
Requirements
-Letter should be 300 words
or less, and typed or handwritten legibly.
-Include your full name, sig-

7

nature, telephone number and
email address for verification.
-We reserve the right not to
publish letters; furthermore,
all letters are subject to editing.
-Letters must be received no
later than Monday at 10 a.m.
in order to be considered
for publication the following
Wednesday.
-If your letter is in response
to a specific article, please list
the title and date of the article.
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Police Beat
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History of Eastern in pictures

continued from page 2

“I’m a government major and I don’t know much
about this topic, but I’m interested to see what points
she will bring up and what
sorts of resolutions she has,”
said junior Shelby Hillmer.
The lecture will be held
in the Walter and Myrtle
Powers Reading Room in
Hargreaves Hall. Lunch will
be provided at noon and the
presentation will begin at
12:30 p.m.
“I’ve been to India and
I know some of what she’s
talking about,” said freshman Chelsea Williamsen.
“It’s really sad to think
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Photo courtesy of EWU Libraries, Archives and Special Collections

CD

Another residence hall from the mid-1980s. A double room with two guys and a pair of portable television sets and ‘boom boxes’ for
music. They have a desk model rotary dial phone. This location is probably Streeter or Morrison, judging from the brick interior.
illustration by Evan Sykes

Theft
A university computer
was stolen from a club office in the PUB. The theft
occurred sometime between
Feb. 10 and 13. Anyone with
information regarding the
theft is encouraged to contact campus police. The incident is still under investigation.

Feb. 24

Feb. 23

12 p.m.
Malicious mischief
An attempt was made to
break into an employee's locker at the Roost. The damage
occurred sometime between
Feb. 22 and 24. The locker
was significantly damaged in
the attempt to pry it open.

10:49 a.m.
Possible hit and run
A van was damaged in
parking lot 4. The back window of a Ford Windstar was
broken out while parked
between Martin and Sutton
halls.

Feb. 25

2:27 p.m.
Theft
A student left a backpack
in the Rendezvous room at
the PUB and, upon returning, realized that the bag was
missing. The contents included a TI calculator, textbooks and a socket wrench.
The incident is under investigation.

12:45 a.m.
MIP
A female on the second
floor of Dressler Hall was
found highly intoxicated.
She was assessed by the
Cheney fire department, but
not transported to the hospital. The student has been
referred to OSRR.

Feb. 26

Laurel Kelly

health, wellness

& prevention services

Why is it when we have
that “gut feeling” we often
ignore it?
We see or hear something that we just don’t feel
right about but instead of
trusting our instinct, we
do nothing. We have all

2:30 a.m.
Agency assist
A call was received reporting multiple fights and guns
at Zip's. EWU and Cheney police as well as the county sheriff’s department arrived on
the scene and found approximately 200 people inside the
building and in the parking
lot. The fights were broken up
and the crowd dispersed.

been there but we must
change. Green Dot is about
choosing to do something,
choosing to be outraged
that thousands of women,
children and men will be
victims of sexual violence
this year.
If we do nothing we
accept that violence is a
part of our culture and we
have no part in reducing

Violence prevention advocate
it. As the health educator
at EWU, I refuse to accept
this.
I believe passionately
what Ghandi said, “ The difference between what we
do and what we are capable
of doing would suffice to
solve most of the world’s
problems. I have had the
privilege of working with
so many amazing students

here at EWU and I know
the majority of you would
agree that ending violence
is a priority. I challenge every one of you to do something today, wear a green
dot button, like us on Facebook, tell one friend about
why sexual violence prevention matters to you. If we
all do one small step we will
change the culture.

and defensively that it can
frustrate the other team.
Kelly believes Kellogg also
provides a good example of
work ethic to the team, especially newcomers.
“He sets a really good
example that helps a lot of
people learn from it,” Kelly
said.
Kellogg has enjoyed being in a more challenging
league this season. After
dominating the American
Collegiate Hockey Association (ACHA) in previous
years, Eastern has stepped
into the BCIHL as the only
American team among six
Canadian teams.
“The change in the
league is going to help this
program grow,” Kellogg
said. “We had reached our
peak [in the ACHA]. It was
time to move to a more
competitive league. It will
bring in better talent too,”
Kellogg said.
“Our record may not be
what it was in the ACHA,

is that people regard water
as a minor need. Granted,
everyone knows that you
need water to survive, but
not everyone appreciates
the fact that they just have
to go to the store to get it,”
senior Molly Eden said.
Asthana said, “Students
will get to understand another way of understanding
policy from a bottom up perspective. Policy is not just
about the legislative acts
and the bureaucratic implementation, but making
sense of policy processes in
practice requires an understanding of how power and
knowledge define spaces of
engagement--privileging a
few and excluding the others.
but the games as a whole
have been way better,”
Shaw said.
Kellogg, 24, plans to
move on from competitive hockey after this year,
but will likely continue to
play recreationally. He will
be getting married in July
and is contemplating either
starting his career search
or looking into graduate
schools.
However, before he
hangs up his skates, Kellogg hopes to make a strong
showing in the BCIHL playoffs that will end his career
on a good note.
“With it being the first
year in the league, we really want to make a good
impression and show the
other teams that we will
be a contender not only
this year, but for years to
come,” Kellogg said, “As
an American team in a
Canadian league, that’s a
pretty bold statement to
make.”

Corrections for Issue 17, February 22, 2012:

comics
By Allen Duffy
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News, Weaving the Threads: Faculty and staff pay $10, but community mentors
and students are free. In addition, the event was not sponsored by Career Services.
The event was sponsored by the ASEWU, the College of Arts, Letters & Education, the
College of Business and Public Administration, the College of Science, Health & Engineering, the College of Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work, Itron, Office of
Student Rights & Responsibilities, Residential Life, Start Something Big Grant, Student
Activities and the Vice President of Student Life.

crossword puzzle

5 NORTH

By Julka Lawrence
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Across
2. First part of Shakesperean play coming to the EWU
Theatre March 9.
4. Politician who held a
rally at The Bing Crosby
Theater on March 23.
7. Location for the Smiles
for Vets event.
10. Engineering test of
housing for unborn chickens.
11. ________ Water Governance.
12. Machine that resurfaces the ice.
13. Author of "The Virgin
Journals," a book to be
released March 6.
Down
1. The number of new
buses Spokane Transit
Across
Authority has
purchased to
alleviate
2 congestion.
First part of

The first period ended
with at a 1-1 tie after the
Coyotes scored their first
goal at 18:07.
The second period was
tough for the Eagles because 16 minutes had an
Eagle in the penalty box.
“We lost a lot of our
momentum in the second
period,” King said. “We let

Eastern Washington University is proposing the following changes to Washington Administrative Code: 1) creating WAC 172-122-310, Use of Tobacco, Electronic Cigarettes, and Related Products; 2) repealing WAC 172-122-300, Smoking Regulations; and 3) repealing chapter 172-136 WAC, University Facilities.

9

Down
The number of new buses
Spokane Transit Authority
has purchased to aliviate
congestion
February festival before
the beginning of Lent
Second part of
Shakesperean play comin
to the EWU Theatre March
9
Track athlete who is
transferring to the
University of Oklahoma
Pro skater competing sinc
7 years old
Hockey player who has
lead the Eagles with 11
goals and 14 assists

7

Place a classified ad with us!
Call The Easterner’s advertising department
at 359-7010 for more information.

4

1

2

1oc453

10

Proposed rule changes can be viewed in Issue 12-04 of the Washington State
Register, at:
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/documents/laws/wsr/2012/04/12-04.htm
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GIVING BUT NOT RECEIVING: CUTE AND COLD DON'T MIX

By Chad BrownEagle
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EWU will conduct a public hearing on these proposed rule changes on March 8,
2012, at 9:00 a.m. in Showalter Hall, Room 201, Cheney, WA 99004. Members
of the public may testify at this hearing and/or submit written comments. Submit written comments by 5:00 p.m. on Mar 7, 2012, to: EWU, University Policy
Administrator, Office of the President, 214 Showalter Hall, Cheney, WA 99004;
e-mail tlutey@ewu.edu; fax 509-359-7036.
Additional Information:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

4

6

7

8

9

Date of Intended Adoption: March 23, 2012.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 28B.35.120(12).
These rules are not necessitated by federal law, federal or state court
decision.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting: Laurie Connelly, 214
Showalter, Cheney, WA 99004, (509) 359-2371; Implementation and
Enforcement: Mary Voves, 310 Showalter, Cheney, WA 99004, (509) 3594210.
No small business economic impact statement has been prepared under
chapter 19.85 RCW. These WAC revisions do not impose a
disproportionate impact on small businesses.
A cost-benefit analysis is not required under RCW 34.05.328. These
WACs are not considered significant legislative rules by EWU.
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at The Bing Crosby
Theatre on March 23
7 Location for the Smiles
for Vets event
10 Engineering test of
housing
continued from
page 11 for unborn
chickens
The puck
During
the first
period, Water of
11 The
________
drops for
the goal Governance
on the Coyotes’
side got unhitched as the
the Eagles
12 Machine
that resurfaces
Coyote’s
goalie, players
iceand reffrom boththe
teams,
final game at
erees
tangled of
up "The
and
13gotAuthor
Virgin
knocked Journals,"
the goal outa of
book 7:30
to be p.m. at
place.
released March 6 the URC on

WAC 172-136 is obsolete. The provisions of this chapter have been or are being
superseded by other university rules and policies.

9:24 p.m.
Suspicious circumstances
A student received a
strange text message from
an unknown person. The incident is under investigation.

i ;,i

2

ean play coming to the EWU
ShakespereanTheatre
play March 9.
3. This year's
February
festival
coming to the EWU
before the beginning of Lent.
who is transTheatre March6.
9Tracktoathlete
ferring
the University of
4 Politician
who Oklahoma.
held a rally
5. Second
part of Shakesper-

WAC 172-122-310 is being created to revise regulations related to the use of
tobacco and related products in or on property that is owned or leased by Eastern Washington University. These rule changes are needed to better support
and comply with the requirements of chapter 70.160 RCW, Smoking in public
places. These rules constitute a significant revision that is more easily implemented by repealing WAC 172-122-300, Smoking regulations, and adopting this
new section.
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Public Hearing on Proposed WAC Changes

Across
First part of
Shakesperean play
coming to the EWU
Theatre March 9
Politician who held a rally
at The Bing Crosby
Theatre on March 23
Location for the Smiles
for Vets event
Engineering test of
housing for unborn
chickens
The ________ Water of
Governance
Machine that resurfaces
the ice
Author of "The Virgin
Journals," a book to be
released March 6

5 p.m.
Theft
A book was stolen from
a professor’s desk at Reid
School. The text cost approximately $116. The incident is
under investigation.

Green Dot Spot:

12

4:30 p.m.
Theft
A student put his personal items in a locker at
the URC and returned to
find that his driver’s license,
school and military identification were missing from
his wallet. Nothing else was
taken. The incident is under
investigation.

13

Feb. 13

helped the Eagles gain some
cushion on Trinity Western University in the playoff hunt. EWU now sits
fifth in the standings with
17 points, which puts them
comfortably ahead of Trinity Western, who sits sixth
with 12 points.
Kellogg, who was an offensive specialist prior to
joining the Eastern team,
has developed his defensive
skills to a point where he
has become an all-around
force on the ice.
“[Eastern] has worked a
lot with me on my skating
and helped me learn a lot of
defensive zone skills,” said
Kellogg. “I’m more aware of
where I need to be and all
around I feel I’ve improved
tremendously here.”
According to defender
Nick Kelly, Kellogg makes
such an impact offensively

about how far people have
to travel for water that may
or may not be 100 percent
clean. It really makes me
more appreciative of what I
have.”
Having a clean source of
water is essential to human
life. Conflicts over fresh water resources, human health
problems and food shortage
are some of the consequences of not having a sustainable access to water.
The Global Lecture series is a spotlight program
for the College of Social and
behavioral Sciences and Social work, according to Asthana.The event is supported
by the Daniel and Margaret
Carper Foundation.
“I think the biggest thing

Down
skater
competingof new buse
1 8. Pro
The
number
since
7 years old. Transit Authori
Spokane
has purchased to aliviat
9. Hockey player who leads
congestion
the Eagles
with 11 goals and
3 14 assists.
February festival before
the beginning of Lent
5 Second part of
Shakesperean play com
4-1 by the end.
to
the EWU Theatre Mar
The Eagles fought to
9
catch up with the Coyotes,
6 with
Track
athlete
who is
center
Taylor McClay
scoring
the Eagles’
sectransferring
to the
ond
goal at 3:03 of
only
to be
University
Oklahoma
when
the Coy8 struck
Pro down
skater
competing
sin
otes scored their fifth goal
yearsafter
oldthe Eagles
507seconds
9 scored.
Hockey player who has
The the
Coyotes
surged
lead
Eagles
with 11
ahead
with
a
sixth
goal
at
goals and 14 assists

March 3.

the refs get into our heads.”
During the second period the Coyotes scored three
goals, leading the Eagles

Gateway:
continued from page 3

Gateway. Campaign initiatives
are the ideas, plans and funding for projects.
“We have dozens if not a
hundred ideas on the table
from every college on campaign initiatives,” Meany said.
According to Meany, if
Project Gateway is approved,
he would help with marketing
materials for the project.
Meany feels like every project that is considered is trying
to make one of the gateways of
Eastern, the area around Roos
Field, Dressler and Pearce
Hall, look better.
“You’ve got the two dorms
and the football stadium, ...
that’s the traditional gateway,”
Meany said. “I think that [any
project] for the past five years
or the future [has been about]
how can we make that gateway
area better.”
According to Westfall,

16:35. Center Bret Kellogg
followed up their goal by
scoring his second goal of
the night for the Eagles at
18:45.
“We had a good start
[Saturday],” Shaw said.
“Not a great second period, but when you’re shorthanded for 16 minutes, it’s
tough to have a great period.”

whenever investments are
made in making infrastructure
look better, more efficient and
more closely tied to the mission of the institution results in
enhancement of the culture on
campus.
Accoding to Hayden Indahl, athletic affairs & university advancement representative of ASEWU, if Project
Gateway is approved, funding
would come from the EWU
foundation and there would
not be an increase in student
tuition from this project.
“[The EWU foundation] is
going to go out and talk to people about projects that they’re
working on and those people
decide which way they put
their money towards,” Indahl
said.
According to Indahl, the
board of trustees is strict about
not having student dollars go
towards funding for projects.
“[Project Gateway] has the
potential to be pretty cool if it
gets worked out,” Indahl said.

leap year Horoscope
Capricorn: Remember
that love is a choice and not a
feeling. Indigestion is a feeling, so stay away from leftovers older than three days.
Aquarius: Show a little
grace to that person who is
such an irritation. Next week
it may be you who need
grace and patience to be
shown to you.
Pisces: Surprise someone with a treat like a cup of
coffee or a kind word.
Aries: Call your father
figure this weekend. Tell him
how muh you respect him.
Taurus women: Show
him unconditional respect all
week, even if he doesn't deserve it. Taurus men, leave
the cell phone at home while
you're out on a date: dinner
and a walk in the park.
Gemini will want to
head to the PUB this week.
Keep an eye out for an old
friend.

Cancer: Head to the
Men's Basketball game at
Reese Court on Saturday.
Invite someone out for a
burger afterward.
Leo the lion should don
leotards for the drag show in
the PUB MPR. The show is on
March 1 and starts at 7 p.m. If
you see the show, remember
that all that glitters is not gold,
but keep your eyes open for
green on the way home.
Virgo: Think twice before sending that angry text.
Libra: This is the week
that you want to ignore your
phone in class.
Scorpio: That project
you have been putting off
should cause you no fear.
Now is the time to act.
Sagittarius: Be strong,
assert yourself on behalf of
that person who is being
bullied. It will be tough, but
you will feel better for having done it.
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Zamboni drivers maintain machine and ice
Operators must complete
checklist before driving
By Frank McNeilly
staff writer

frank.mcneilly@gmail.com

The Zamboni at Eastern,
painted with Eagles’ colors, is so
tall that three steps are needed to
get from the ground to the drivers seat.
The machine that resurfaces
the ice also has lights and a horn
to get the crowd pumped up between hockey game periods.
Josh Wattam, a senior, has
been driving a Zamboni for three
years at Eastern. Wattam and the
other drivers have to make sure
everything is running properly
before they start the Zamboni.
“We check hydraulic pressure,
oil, tire pressure, the levelness
of the blade and leaks,” Wattam
said. “The biggest thing is being
comfortable with driving something large. It takes a lot of practice. … You want to learn [to] pick
it up as you go along.”
Each driver has a checklist of
20 different tasks that have to
be completed before driving the
Zamboni.
URC Operations Manager Jamie Gwinn extensively trains all
the Zamboni drivers when they
are hired.

Photo by Evan Sykes
Drivers have to perform a list of 20 tasks before driving the Zamboni, in addition to maintaining the temperature of the ice.

“We try to see if people have
experience driving wheat trucks,
combines, tractors, anything bigger than a Honda Civic,” Gwinn
said.

According to Gwinn, the drivers do 85 percent of the maintenance work on the Zamboni. Each
driver also maintains the ice rink
by monitoring the temperature of

the ice, maintaining the correct
thickness of the ice and painting
new logos.
Anson Bell, a graduate student, is a Zamboni driver who

finds training other drivers challenging because some of them do
not have any previous experience
driving big machinery.
According to Bell, it is good
that the Zamboni drivers get the
experience of driving a big machine.
It is easier to train drivers
who have previously driven large
machinery, according to Gwinn.
Hans Schnabel, a junior, is a
Zamboni driver and was previously trained on driving single
axle semi-trucks.
“I love driving big machines,”
Schnabel said. “[Driving a Zamboni] is a little bit different because … we’re not supposed to
stop. It’s the same with a [semitruck]; you want to lightly hit
the brakes. … If you ever hit the
brakes with [a Zamboni], you’re
stuck. You [then] have to let the
air out of the brakes.”
Senior Joel Blasko is a Zamboni driver who feels that the steps
taken to maintain the Zamboni
have taught him more responsibility in taking care of his possessions.
“I’ve learned a lot about taking
care of what you have,” Blasko
said. “Especially because there’s
so many different drivers for the
Zamboni, you definitely have to
take care of it and that kind of
leads into having your own personal car or bicycle.”

Former Eagle competing at the 2012 London Olympics
Page thankful for
her time at Eastern
By Al Stover
sports editor

easterner.sports@gmail.com

Julie Page, a 2006 Eastern graduate and captain of
the Standard Life GB basketball team of Great Britain, was named the 2011
British Basketball Player of
the Year after leading her
team to the second round
of the EuroBasket Women
2011 basketball tournament.
During
her
time
at Eastern,
Page earned
accolades
such as 2004
Big
Sky
Conference
Newcomer
Page
of the Year,
2005 All-Big Sky honorable mention and All-Big
Sky first-team in 2006.
In addition to being
named the British Basketball Player of the Year, Page
will be competing for Great
Britain in the London 2012
Summer Olympics in front
of her fellow countrymen.
The Easterner: When did
you first start playing basketball?
Julie Page: I first started
playing basketball when
I was 16 years old, so I've
been playing for 12 years
now.
I attended a community
center with my [mother]
where they held an organized amateur league.
TE: What were some of the
factors that led you to join
the sport? Did you have any
family or close friends who
played?
JP: The main reason was to
spend quality time with my
Mum.
It was something fun
and active for her and I to
do together after the passing of my grandmother.
When I went to my first
game, I didn’t really know
what to expect.
I knew the basics of the
game, but that was pretty
much it.
I didn't have any friends
or family that played the
game previously, but that
obviously didn't inhibit my
enthusiasm.

Julie Page
Position: 				
Forward
Date of Birth: 		
April 21 1983
Birthplace: 		
Manchester, England
Years played at Eastern:		
2003-06
Career points at Eastern: 		
856
Career rebounds at Eastern:
432
I found I had a natural
talent for the game, which
gave me a sense of uniqueness and individuality.
As I started taking it
more seriously, I became an
advocate for getting more
people participating and I
encouraged my brother to
come with me to training
sessions. He even gave up
football to play basketball.
TE: What do you like most
about basketball?
JP: The competitive element of the game and the
constant challenges that
you’re faced with every
time you step out on the
court.
I just think its great fun
competing. There's always
something new to learn and
an opportunity to develop
both in terms of skill sets
and mental fortitude.
TE: Who are some of the
people who have impacted
you in your life?
JP: My biggest influences
are my family.
My parents have always
offered unconditional love
and support to help me
pursue the things I love
and for that, I will be eternally grateful to them.
My brother and I support each other in a different way; our stories are
similar, so we can learn
from and support each other as our journeys take us
on similar paths.
I know without them in
my life, I would not be the
person or the player I am
today.
TE: How was the transition coming from Europe
to coming to the United
States?
JP: Coming over to the
United States was a difficult transition.
I was really far from
my family, so far that the
eight-hour time difference
didn’t allow me to talk to
them very often.

I just stayed strongwilled and stuck it out.
TE: What do you feel was
the most important lesson
you learned while playing
at Eastern Washington?
JP: The most important
thing that I learned from
my time at Eastern was
that the application of my
work ethic was essential to
me being successful.
Similarly, that my work
ethic had to be unyielding
and that no matter what,
it is unacceptable to give
less than 100 percent or to
throw in the towel.
I'm by no stretch of the
imagination the most talented player or the most
athletic.
However, I learned that
none of that really matters.
If you want it more than the
next person and are willing
put in the hours in the gym,
or in the weight room, or
by diving for loose balls or
chasing rebounds, then it
doesn't matter how many
people tell you, "You can’t
do it" or "You’re not good
enough."
The only person who
can determine your success is you, and for some
people, that prospect is too
scary to embrace.

JP: Surprisingly, the transition was very smooth.
European basketball is a
lot different than American
Collegiate basketball.
My game and style is much
more complementary to
the European model. Coming back to play in Europe
was an exciting prospect
and transitionally quite enjoyable.
Off court was a little bit
more difficult and the biggest barrier was definitely
the language.
To feel as though you
are unable to communicate
and express your thoughts
and feelings accurately was
a very frustrating feeling.
As a result, I was very
persistent in trying to learn
different languages, cultures, customs, and traditions.
I knew that in order to
be successful living abroad
and to be fully understood
and acceptedI had to completely embrace my environment and the people
around me.
In truth, that has become one of the favorite
parts of my job.
Travelling and experiencing the world from different vantages.

TE: What led you to playing professionally in Europe after graduating at
EWU?
JP: It was my dream to get
paid for doing something
that I love. I think that’s a
dream shared by millions
all over the world, whatever their passion is.
I was just fortunate that
on the day my college career was over, I got a call
from an agent asking me if
I was interested in playing
professionally and obviously, my answer was yes.

TE: What are some of the
things you do to get your
teams pumped up before
and during a game?
JP: I learned over the
years that different players
prepare in different ways.
It's not always the best to
try and pump people up
because they know what
works best for them and
maybe that's not someone
in their face screaming crazily. I try to firstly lead by
example.
I make sure no one on
the court ever puts in more
effort than I do.
That is one thing that is
always within my control
whether I'm making shots
or grabbing rebounds, I
can always control my effort levels.
In terms of helping my
team mates perform, I try
to observe every individual
and adapt to their needs to
do whatever it takes to help
them be successful within
the team.

TE: What was the transition like going from college
basketball to professional
basketball?

TE: What goes through
your mind as you are playing on the court during the
game? How about while

you’re getting ready to
make a shot?
JP: While I'm playing, lots
of things go through my
head. When I'm on offense,
I have dozens of different
thought processes all computing at the same time.
Things like, “Where's
my defender?” “Where are
the openings going to be?”
“What move can I make?”
There really are so many
things.
When I’m taking a shot,
my mind is clear. I just focus completely on the basket with no thoughts in my
mind.
TE: What were some of the
challenges you have faced
and overcome in your career? How were you able to
overcome these challenges?
JP: The biggest challenge I
have overcome was a near
fatal car crash three years
ago in Italy.
I don’t remember much
of the accident, but it left
me hospitalized and nobody could believe I survived when they saw the
state of the car after the accident.
Thankfully, I underwent
successful surgery, stayed
positive and healed quickly.
With the help and support of a lot of good people
in Italy, [I] stepped back
onto the court after a difficult three-month recovery.
Since then, I've had
trouble getting back into
optimum condition, but
with the help of the Great
Britain National team support staff, I'm feeling better
and better, working hard
for London 2012.
TE: What are some of the
things you feel that you
still need to work on as a
player and how do you plan
on working on those techniques?
JP: Everyone can always
work on their shot.
Nobody makes every
single one, so there is always room for improvement.
Beyond that, I'm working hard on improving
different components of
fitness following the instructions from the GB
support staff; aiming to get
faster, quicker, stronger,
and increasing my endurance.

TE: What advice would
you have for a college basketball player who is going
through a hard time with
balancing school and athletics?
JP: My advice to anyone
who is going through a
hard time is to stay focused, don’t be afraid to ask
for extra help if you need
it and most of all, work as
hard in the classroom as
you do on the basketball
court because you’re playing career is a drop in the
ocean compared to the rest
of your life.
TE: What is it like knowing
you will be competing in
the 2012 Olympics in your
home country?
JP: It's really exciting to
imagine playing in the arena next summer in front of
my home crowd.
It's going to be the most
breathtaking experience of
my life so far.
I get butterflies and
goose pimples just thinking
about it.
It’s the biggest honor for
an athlete and a privilege
to be on the world’s biggest
sporting stage.
TE: Is there anything else
you would like readers to
know about you, maybe
something you thought I
should have asked?
JP: I would like to say
‘Thank you’ to coach [Wendy] Schuller.
Before I came to EWU,
I really didn't understand
what hard work was.
I had an instilled work
ethic, but I didn't know
how to apply it to basketball.
I always thought I was
working hard, but looking back, I laugh because I
wasn't.
Coach Schuller taught
me how to run until you
throw up.
How to push your mind
and body to levels I never
thought possible.
There were times that I
thought I would collapse,
[but] thankfully I never
did.
As time went by, I
learned that these feelings
are normal if you want to
say, “I worked hard today
and pushed myself."
Without this application
of work ethic, I'm sure I
wouldn't be the player I am
today.

For exclusive online content check out The Easterner Online website at http://easterneronline.com
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Upcoming
EWU Sports
March 2
EWU
Men's Tennis
vs. Lewis and
Clark State
at Orofino, Idaho
at 2 p.m.

March 3
EWU
Women's Golf
at Red Rocks
Invitational
at Sedona, Ariz.
*
EWU
Men's Basketball
in Big Sky Conference
playoffs
*
EWU
Men’s Tennis
vs. Idaho
at Moscow, Idaho
at 9 a.m.
*
EWU
Women's Basketball
vs. Idaho State
at Pocatello, Idaho.
at 1:05 p.m.
*
EWU
Women's Hockey
vs. Spokane Women's
at 3:30 p.m.
*
EWU
Men's Hockey
vs. Selkirk College
at 7:30 p.m.

March 4
EWU
Women's Golf
at Red Rocks
Invitational
at Sedona, Ariz.

March 8
EWU
Women's Basketball
in Big Sky Conference
playoffs
EWU
Men's Tennis
vs. Oregon
at 6 p.m.

March 9
EWU
Track and Field
at NCAA Division I
Indoor Championships
at Boise, Idaho
at 10 a.m.
*
EWU
Women's Tennis
vs. Portland State
at Portland, Ore.
at 9 a.m.
*
EWU
Men's Tennis
vs. Washington
at Seattle
at 4 p.m.

March 10
EWU
Track and Field
at NCAA Division I
Indoor Championships
at Boise, Idaho
at 10 a.m.
*
EWU
Women's Tennis
vs. Portland
at Portland, Ore.
at 2 p.m.
*
EWU
Men's Tennis
vs. Seattle
at Seattle
at 7 p.m.

Photo by Evan Sykes
After Feb. 27, the Eastern men's hockey team is currently 6-12-5 for the 2012 season and are ranked 5th in the British Columbia Intercollegiate Hockey League.

Men's hockey tears up the ice
Kellogg makes mark in new league

Varsity team ties one and loses one to Okanagan

By Brad Wall

By Frank McNeilly

contributing writer

bradwall3@gmail.com

Bret Kellogg of the Eastern men’s hockey team
was always rambunctious
around the house as a child,
according to his mother. He
needed something to help
wind him down at night and
hockey appeared to do the
trick more than any other
sport. Kellogg started playing hockey when he was six
years old and has been lacing up his
skates since.
Kellogg,
who is in his
fourth and
final year at
EWU, leads
the Eagles in
scoring this
season with
Kellogg
11 goals and
14 assists.
Kellogg was a critical
contributor in the ties at
Thompson Rivers University on Jan. 27 and 28. In
the first game, he assisted
goals by Nick Kelly and AJ
Sanders and scored a goal
of his own to tie the game at
3-3 with 24 seconds left. He
then scored EWU’s opening
goal the next night on the

way to a 2-2 tie, rounding up
a four-point weekend.
The British Columbia Intercollegiate Hockey League
(BCIHL) honored Kellogg’s
performance with a Player
of the Week award for the
games played between Jan.
23 and 29. This was Kellogg’s second POTW award
of the season as he was also
honored the first week of the
season on Oct. 10. Kellogg is
the only player in the BCIHL
this season to receive the
honor twice.
“I was mainly more excited about getting a couple
points versus one of the top
teams in the league,” Kellogg said.
“We were shorthanded
quite a few times over that
weekend and Bret killed a
lot of penalties for us. It was
pretty amazing to watch,”
head coach Bill Shaw said.
In BCIHL play, teams
earn two points for each
win: one point for a tie and
no points for a loss. The
top five teams in the league
standings will go to the playoffs.
Salvaging those two ties
against Thompson Rivers
Kellogg-page 9

staff writer

frank.mcneilly@gmail.com

Hockey fans cheered for
the Eagles as they caught
up with the Coyotes late in
the game after being behind since the first period.
The Okanagan Coyotes
from Kelowna, B.C., came
to play two games against
the Eagles on Feb. 24 and
25.
The first seven minutes
of the game were a fight
between both teams for the
first goal.
Okanagan finally scored
the first goal of the game at
8:02 into the first period.
The Eagles responded
by hitting the puck to the
opposite end of the ice,
where fighting ensued.
Eagles' goalie Jason
Greenwell hit his stick on
the ice, ready for action
as the puck kept changing
sides of the rink.
The Coyotes scored
their second goal at 13:44.
Even though they continued driving the puck
towards the Eagles’ side,
Greenwell and the Eagles
managed to hold them off.
At the end of the first
period, the Eagles were

down by two goals with a
score of 2-0.
Swoop got the crowd
riled up by riding and
skating around the Zamboni with “Tequila” by The
Champs echoing through
the URC.
During the second period, Left-Wing Ryan Pajimola scored the first goal
for the Eagles at 5:07.
The Eagles fought hard
to prevent the Coyotes
from scoring and were successful. By the end of the
second period, the Eagles
were only one goal behind.
After the Coyotes scored
their third goal at 4:55,
the Eagles, now down by
two goals came back soaring. Left Wing Jake Flynn
scored two goals, The first
at 7:27 and the second at
17:39 to tie the game.
Friday’s game ended
with the Eagles and Coyotes tied at 3-3.
Eagles' Head coach Bill
Shaw felt satisfied about
the Eagles’ comeback in
the third period.
“Flynn came off the
bench … at his speed [if]
the puck comes loose, he
puts it in [the goal],” Shaw
said. “He was very good
[Friday] for us.”

The penalty boxes were
occupied for the duration
of the game on Saturday
where plenty of penalties
and fights occurred along
with players on both teams
being ejected from the
game.
Saturday night featured
goalie of the month Cash
Ulrich starting for the Eagles. He feels that all of his
hard work had paid off.
“It’s a pretty cool honor,” Ulrich said. “[It’s] the
first time I’ve gotten that
honor. “Jason Greenwell,
our other goalie got goalie
of the month earlier this
year … [getting the award
for] both our goalies, it’s
pretty sweet.”
Defenseman A.J King
played with Ulrich before
their time at Eastern and
feels that he deserved the
goalie of the month.
“[Ulrich] sees the ice
really well,” King said. “He
was always good at [being
goalie].”
A 10-minute battle in
the first period to score
ended when Eagles’ center Bret Kellogg scored at
10:00.
Hockey-page 9

Pro skater takes time away from show to get degree
Stokes has been competing
in the rink since age seven
By Ryan Van Doren
contributing writer

doreno189@gmail.com

As she laces up her skates around 2 p.m.
each day outside of the URC’s ice rink, senior
Anna Stokes resembles the average student
who is about to go take a few fun laps around
the ice.
Moments later, as her body becomes a blur
and the only thing recognizable is a flicker of
blond hair while she gracefully spins in the
middle of a double axel, it becomes apparent
that these are more than casual laps.
One of only four professional figure skaters who live in Spokane, Stokes is taking time
away from her life in the lime light to finish up
a communications degree with a minor in public relations.
“It's a hard lifestyle and one that will be hard
to manage and have a family,” Stokes said. "I
would like to have a degree that I can put to
use when I choose to retire from skating professionally.”
Stokes started skating at age six after watching figure skating legend Kristi Yamaguchi on
television.
As Stokes won the first competition she entered the next year, Stokes kicked off a string
of amateur success, while competing across the
country.
“We went all over to these bigger competitions,” Noreen Clohessy, Stokes’s choreography

Photo by Evan Sykes
Anna Stokes was inspired to skate by Kristi Yamaguchi.

coach of 18 years, said. “She always did very
well.”
Ashley Beekman, who now coaches hockey
players, began competing against Stokes at age
six.
Despite the rivalry and the tendencies that
come with the individual sport, Stokes is not a
selfish skater, according to Beekman.
“It is such a competitive sport and through-

out it all, she has always been a great supporter
of everyone. She was always there to help everyone out,” Beekman said. “She made it fun.”
In high school, Stokes became a “Gold Test”
level rated skater, which is the highest level
achievable for an amateur.
In her senior year, she was awarded by the
Army, as a “Scholar Athlete of the Year” for her
high GPA accompanied with her skating abilities.
After high school, Stokes said goodbye to
amateur competition and hello to the professional world as she was hired by a professional
skating organization based out of Santa Monica, Calif.
She toured throughout Mexico with the company for two years performing in shows similar
to Disney on Ice.
“My first show was almost surreal. Skating
professionally is something that every skater
dreams of and to actually be doing it was such
a great feeling,” Stokes said. “I thrive off of the
lights!”
One aspect of a professional skaters life that
did wear on stokes was the traveling, with road
contracts that can last up to a year.
“The hardest part is living out of a suitcase
and being so far from family for such a long period of time,” Stokes said.
Although the road life can be tough, and her
main priority now is finishing school, Stokes is
far from done with her skating career and still
plans on skating professionally after her degree
is done.
“Skating is one of those things that once it
is in your blood, it never leaves. I love the sport
and I can't imagine a day without it.”
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in Brief

Eastern loses chance to host playoffs
Seniors play last
game at Reese Court
By Kyle Franko
staff writer

kyle.franko3@gmail.com

Whitehill

Hall of Famer
passes — Pat Whitehill, EWU Athletics
Hall of Fame member,
passed away Feb. 25.
According to the Eastern Athletics website,
Whitehill was battling
Parkinson's disease.
During his time
at EWU he played
football and ran track
and field. He had also
spent 30 years as a
member of the physical education department.
Men's end season
with win over Bengals — The Eastern
men's basketball team
finished their regular
season, defeating the
Idaho State Bengals,
77-64, Feb. 28. The
Eagles will host a rematch against Idaho
State March 3. To
learn more, check out
The Easterner Online
at
easterneronline.
com
Women's tennis
wins first match
of season — The
Eastern women's tennis team earned their
first victory of the season, defeating LewisClark State, 6-1, Feb.
24. Freshman Moira
Hedberg earned her
second-straight victory at No. 1 singles,
defeating Dominika
Jasova. Hedberg is
now 4-3 in singles for
the season.
Track and field
wins big at indoor
championships —
Eastern's track and
field team earned
several accolades at
the Big Sky Conference
Indoor Championship
in Flagstaff, Ariz., Feb.
24-25. Senior Steven
Warner and junior
Keisa Monterola, who
were named Most
Outstanding Athletes
of the competition,
capturing conference
championships in the
60-meter hurdles and
pole vaulting. Several records were also
broken at the competition, including both
the men and women's
4x400 relay teams.
The men earned a time
of 3:11.04 while the
women ran a 3:46.77.
Eastern students
to compete in the
cage — There will be
several EWU students
who will be fighting in
the King of Cheney 2
MMA event March 3.
Josh Strickland, Caleb
Sherman and Brittany Hammond will be
among the combatants
who will be making
their debut. The fights
take place March 3 at
7 p.m. at the Cheney
Plaza in the Suite
between Safeway and
Lee Nails. Tickets are
$10 for EWU students
and children 12 years
and younger. General Admission is $15,
reserved seating is $20
and ringside is $25.

The Idaho State Bengals
slowly exerted their will
and took control in the second half to defeat the Eastern women 63 to 50 on Feb.
25 at Reese Court.
Eastern’s
three-game
losing streak has eliminated the Eagles’ chance
to win the regular season
championship and to host
the post-season tournament. EWU, 10-5 in the Big
Sky and 16-12 overall, can
still finish anywhere between second and fourth
place.
EWU’s last game of the
regular season is March 3
at Idaho State in Pocatello,
Idaho.
It is a site the lady Eagles will get to know well as
Idaho State (21-7 overall,
13-2 conference) claimed
the Big Sky title and the
right to host the post-season tournament by winning
in Cheney.
The game began in a
promising fashion for EWU
as an energetic defense
forced Idaho State into
four consecutive turnovers.
The Eagles jumped out to a
seven-point lead in the first
minute and a half.
However, the Bengals
settled into the game and
took a two-point advantage
going into halftime.
In the final 20 minutes,
Idaho State’s Ashleigh Vella, after not scoring in the
first half, hit all seven of
her field goal attempts and
scored 21 points, including threes on back-to-back
possessions that swung
momentum to the Bengals
early in the second half.

“[Vella] hit a couple of
big shots for them,” said
EWU Head Coach Wendy
Schuller. “At times, we
thought we had a chance to
get right back in it. She was
able to pick and pop a little
bit and score.”
Idaho State outscored
the Eagles 36 to 25 in the
second half and held Eastern’s Brianne Ryan, the
conference scoring leader
at 19.7 points per game, to
three of 12 from the field
for 11 points.
“We just didn’t execute,”
said Ryan. “We didn’t run
our plays. Everything was
clogged.”
It was another Vella
three with 5:49 left that
gave Idaho State a 14-point
lead and seemed to seal the
win.
Where
Idaho
State
made the most of its opportunities, Eastern struggled
to hit shots for their second
game in a row.
After shooting 30.3 percent against Portland State
on Feb. 23, the Eagles were
30.6 percent versus Idaho
State.
“We [have to] do a better job of handling adversity,” said Schuller. “When
things don’t go well for us
on the offensive end, then
we have to be better on the
defensive end, not worse.
We can’t worry about if
we get bumped, we think
we get fouled or whatever.
We have to just play, and
I thought the second half
especially, there were just
certain situations where we
didn’t handle it well.”
On an emotional senior
night that said goodbye
to Chene Cooper, Brianne
Ryan, Breauna Russell and
Jennifer Cogburn. Cooper
concentrated on what lies
ahead, rather than what
has passed.
“There’s a lot of bas-

ea

Photo by Evan Sykes
Brianne Ryan was one of the EWU seniors who played their last regular season game at Reese Court.

ketball left,” Cooper said.
“We can still go out to their
house and take it back from
them and possibly be a No.
2 seed. It makes us a little
bit more hungry to go in
there.”
Fighting for the No. 2
with Eastern is Montana
and Northern Colorado,

both 9-5 in the Big Sky
Conference.
Eastern’s head coach is
not worried about anybody
else.
“The biggest thing here
is that everything is about
us,” said Schuller. “We’re
still playing for a lot. Not
just seeding, not just plac-

ing but you want to be
playing well going into the
conference
tournament.
We’ve played three very
good teams in a row, and
we haven’t had the success
that we would like. We have
a week to get ourselves on
track and in the place we
want to be.”

Sportsman's club reels in opportunities
Team advances to
regional tournament
By Josh Friesen
staff writer

jdfreeze08@gmail.com

During spring break in 2011,
Nick Barr, president of EWU’s
Sportsman’s Club, took a road trip
to Stockton, Calif., with two fellow
club members intending to fish the
California Delta area for an entire
week. To their dismay, the weather,
along with the fishing, was bleak
and dreary.
Massive storm warnings plagued
their final day.
As the three men struggled to
find any good fishing, wind ravaged
their boat.
Whitecaps were banging up
against the rocks along the edges of
the lake. A small craft advisory was
issued for the region. Karr and his
friends were risking getting their
boat towed out of the water by being on the lake.
Through the chaos of the weather, Barr suggested they make one final attempt. The three found a cove
and threw their lures in the water
one last time.
“Next thing I know, the drag on
[my friend’s] reel just starts spinning,” Barr said. “The reel’s going
nuts and he has this big old largemouth [bass] that takes him about
five minutes to get in.”

King:
Continued from front page

outdoor track as well as
cross country.
King wants the opportunity to win a national
championship, something
he feels EWU is simply unable to provide.
“I don’t want to look
back and always wonder
what it could [have] been
like to be on a team that’s
going for a national title,”
King said.
After sharing his feelings with his coaches, King

According to Barr,
the fish was about seven pounds.
In a matter of minutes, the trio
managed to catch two more fish of
equal size.
“We’re not even supposed to be
out on the lake in the end of a really tough spring break,” Barr said.
“To end it like that, … it really was
special.”
Barr and his team competed in
the Forrest L. Wood Outdoors College Fishing Series on Jan. 28. Karr
and his partner, Jake Ponce, placed
eleventh out of 40 teams.
Jarred Walker, vice president
of the Sportsman’s Club, and his
partner, Robert Trukositz, placed
fourth, earning them a spot in the
regional tournament in Utah next
September. The tournament was
held on Lake Shasta in Shasta Lake,
Calif.
Placing in the tournament depends on the overall weight of the
top five biggest fish caught.
According to Walker, the five fish
he and Trukositz caught weighed a
collective eight pounds, five ounces.
Their finish in the tournament
won the club $1,000.
Even though Barr and Ponce
only placed eleventh, Barr said
there is still a chance to qualify for
the regional tournament.
“We plan on both qualifying,”
Ponce said.
According to Barr, the biggest

was given permission to
talk to other schools. He
first looked to transfer to
either the University of
Washington or the University of Portland.
That was when Martin Smith, the head track
coach at Oklahoma, contacted King.
“He told me a bit about
the program, his coaching style and how successful they’ve been and what
they’re trying to do,” King
said. “It seemed like the
place to be.”
In addition to the University of Washington and
the University of Port-

thrill is reeling in
a big, aggressive fish.
The thrill is multiplied during
a tournament when victory is on the line.
“When you set the
hook and that fish
doesn’t move and
starts pulling back on
you, … it’s one of the
best feelings,” Barr
said. “Especially in a
tournament. … That
feeds that competitive drive.”
Walker,
who
joined the Sportsman’s Club after an
injury kept him from
playing
football,
believes there is a
strategy to catching
big fish.
There are many
techniques to catching
the largest fish.
“You don’t just go
sit down on a chair and
keep on casting out,”
Walker said.
According to Barr,
there are many variables that can determine how big of
a fish can be caught.
“The two main things are location and presentation,” Barr said.
“You have to imitate what those
larger fish are going to be feeding
on.”
Ponce, who began fishing with

land, King also talked to
the University of Texas and
Arizona State University.
King said he based his
decision on the success
Oklahoma’s track program
has had.
King’s cross country
coach, Chris Zeller, has
mixed feelings about King
leaving for the University
of Oklahoma.
While he wants King to
have the best opportunity,
he will miss King’s leadership and spirited personality.
According to Zeller,
running long distance is
grueling and one needs to

Tacklebox checklist
Worms
Extra hooks
Bobbers
Lures
Artificial bait
Sinkers
Extra fishing line
Fishing license
Pliers
Knife
Sunscreen
Flashlight
his father when he was three, said
a lot of research goes into catching
the biggest fish possible.
“Lots of research, timing, the
weather, using the right tackle and
the quality of tackle,” Ponce said.
According to Barr, researching different fish and fishing techniques is imperative to becoming a
seasoned fisherman.
“Read as many articles as you
can,” Barr said. “There’s tons of information out there.”
Although Barr believes this is
one of the best ways to learn how to
fish, there is nothing like being on
the water and learning from experience.
“Nothing can substitute for time
on the water,” Barr said. “The number one thing for learning how to
fish is to keep at it.”

be competitive yet not take
things too seriously.
Because King is graduating from EWU in the
spring, Zeller feels King
completed his responsibility as an Eagle.
“I don’t view it as a
transfer,” Zeller said.
“Since he’s graduating, he’s
fulfilling his commitment.”
During his tenure at
EWU, King has learned to
enjoy what he does. While
he believes there are no
substitutes for hard work
and dedication, he feels he
can have fun accomplishing his goals.
“If it’s not fun, … you’re

not going to try as hard,”
King said. “For me, … it
means working hard but
still joking around with the
guys.”
Ebding reflected on the
talent King displays and is
excited to see what King is
able to accomplish at Oklahoma.
He is confident King
will make a name for himself as a Sooner.
“When I’m older, I’m
hoping that I’ll be able
to tell my kids, ‘Yeah, I
competed with that guy,’”
Ebding said. “‘I got the opportunity to run with that
guy.’”

